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Hi All Hi All Hi All Hi All     
    
     I am being terrorized by Geckos, little ones an inch long that I am being terrorized by Geckos, little ones an inch long that I am being terrorized by Geckos, little ones an inch long that I am being terrorized by Geckos, little ones an inch long that     hide  hide  hide  hide 
under cushions on the sofa and frighten me wunder cushions on the sofa and frighten me wunder cushions on the sofa and frighten me wunder cushions on the sofa and frighten me when I move the hen I move the hen I move the hen I move the 
cushion and you are suddenly aware of something moving fast or cushion and you are suddenly aware of something moving fast or cushion and you are suddenly aware of something moving fast or cushion and you are suddenly aware of something moving fast or 
wriggling across the floor in the dim light. We also have a problem wriggling across the floor in the dim light. We also have a problem wriggling across the floor in the dim light. We also have a problem wriggling across the floor in the dim light. We also have a problem 
with white ants getting into everything even screw top jars with with white ants getting into everything even screw top jars with with white ants getting into everything even screw top jars with with white ants getting into everything even screw top jars with 
securely tightened lids and a cat securely tightened lids and a cat securely tightened lids and a cat securely tightened lids and a cat ---- I have on I have on I have on I have only seen 3 while in India ly seen 3 while in India ly seen 3 while in India ly seen 3 while in India 
---- which got into the back patio which is supposedly enclosed. The  which got into the back patio which is supposedly enclosed. The  which got into the back patio which is supposedly enclosed. The  which got into the back patio which is supposedly enclosed. The 
cat would have had to climb up the wall to get out. Those of you cat would have had to climb up the wall to get out. Those of you cat would have had to climb up the wall to get out. Those of you cat would have had to climb up the wall to get out. Those of you 
who have visited will understand why the cats visit was a surprise!who have visited will understand why the cats visit was a surprise!who have visited will understand why the cats visit was a surprise!who have visited will understand why the cats visit was a surprise!    
    
We are experiencing dust stormsWe are experiencing dust stormsWe are experiencing dust stormsWe are experiencing dust storms coming off the Rajasthan desert  coming off the Rajasthan desert  coming off the Rajasthan desert  coming off the Rajasthan desert 
which causes a continuous haze and poor visibility over Delhi and which causes a continuous haze and poor visibility over Delhi and which causes a continuous haze and poor visibility over Delhi and which causes a continuous haze and poor visibility over Delhi and 
leaves a fine layer of dust over everything. There is rain forecast leaves a fine layer of dust over everything. There is rain forecast leaves a fine layer of dust over everything. There is rain forecast leaves a fine layer of dust over everything. There is rain forecast 
for the weekend. Will we get flooded this year? The sandbags are for the weekend. Will we get flooded this year? The sandbags are for the weekend. Will we get flooded this year? The sandbags are for the weekend. Will we get flooded this year? The sandbags are 
ready and we can only waready and we can only waready and we can only waready and we can only wait and see if the measures the landlord it and see if the measures the landlord it and see if the measures the landlord it and see if the measures the landlord 
has taken will work.has taken will work.has taken will work.has taken will work.    
    6/6 6/6 6/6 6/6 ---- It rained for 5 minutes last night. Temperatures are cooler  It rained for 5 minutes last night. Temperatures are cooler  It rained for 5 minutes last night. Temperatures are cooler  It rained for 5 minutes last night. Temperatures are cooler 
this morning this morning this morning this morning ---- 30 degrees. hopefully we will get more rain. 30 degrees. hopefully we will get more rain. 30 degrees. hopefully we will get more rain. 30 degrees. hopefully we will get more rain.    
    
Temperatures have been up to 8 degrees above normal during May Temperatures have been up to 8 degrees above normal during May Temperatures have been up to 8 degrees above normal during May Temperatures have been up to 8 degrees above normal during May 
withwithwithwith with the highest temperature reaching 47.3 and then earlier  with the highest temperature reaching 47.3 and then earlier  with the highest temperature reaching 47.3 and then earlier  with the highest temperature reaching 47.3 and then earlier 
this week the temperature dropped to 2 degrees below normal with this week the temperature dropped to 2 degrees below normal with this week the temperature dropped to 2 degrees below normal with this week the temperature dropped to 2 degrees below normal with 
a temperature of 38 degrees. On Wednesday night the highest a temperature of 38 degrees. On Wednesday night the highest a temperature of 38 degrees. On Wednesday night the highest a temperature of 38 degrees. On Wednesday night the highest 
minimum temperature of 37.3 was recorded.minimum temperature of 37.3 was recorded.minimum temperature of 37.3 was recorded.minimum temperature of 37.3 was recorded.    
    
    It's 9.30am and the first It's 9.30am and the first It's 9.30am and the first It's 9.30am and the first of the many power outages for the day of the many power outages for the day of the many power outages for the day of the many power outages for the day 
has happened so I am left sitting in the dark. This one was only 2 has happened so I am left sitting in the dark. This one was only 2 has happened so I am left sitting in the dark. This one was only 2 has happened so I am left sitting in the dark. This one was only 2 
minutes but they can be up to an hour or more. Through in down minutes but they can be up to an hour or more. Through in down minutes but they can be up to an hour or more. Through in down minutes but they can be up to an hour or more. Through in down 
time for internet and the TV signal life can get very frustrating!! time for internet and the TV signal life can get very frustrating!! time for internet and the TV signal life can get very frustrating!! time for internet and the TV signal life can get very frustrating!! 
Fortunately the laptFortunately the laptFortunately the laptFortunately the laptop can still be used on battery.op can still be used on battery.op can still be used on battery.op can still be used on battery.    



    
Bill and his colleagues, all who deal with sports that are not well Bill and his colleagues, all who deal with sports that are not well Bill and his colleagues, all who deal with sports that are not well Bill and his colleagues, all who deal with sports that are not well 
known in India are finding it extremely frustrating. I am helping known in India are finding it extremely frustrating. I am helping known in India are finding it extremely frustrating. I am helping known in India are finding it extremely frustrating. I am helping 
Carmel with her test event for Netball in the first week of July. Carmel with her test event for Netball in the first week of July. Carmel with her test event for Netball in the first week of July. Carmel with her test event for Netball in the first week of July.     
    
Topics that made theTopics that made theTopics that made theTopics that made the Newspapers this week  Newspapers this week  Newspapers this week  Newspapers this week ----     Games catering  Games catering  Games catering  Games catering 
contracts have not been let yetcontracts have not been let yetcontracts have not been let yetcontracts have not been let yet     and there are 121 days left before  and there are 121 days left before  and there are 121 days left before  and there are 121 days left before 
the Opening Ceremony. They are considering re tendering. Another the Opening Ceremony. They are considering re tendering. Another the Opening Ceremony. They are considering re tendering. Another the Opening Ceremony. They are considering re tendering. Another 
article discussed how sponsorship was well short of the target they article discussed how sponsorship was well short of the target they article discussed how sponsorship was well short of the target they article discussed how sponsorship was well short of the target they 
were expecting were expecting were expecting were expecting and yet another said they will cover any and yet another said they will cover any and yet another said they will cover any and yet another said they will cover any 
unfinished work at the venues with sheets!!!!!!.unfinished work at the venues with sheets!!!!!!.unfinished work at the venues with sheets!!!!!!.unfinished work at the venues with sheets!!!!!!.    
6/6 6/6 6/6 6/6 ----     headlines in this morning's paper  headlines in this morning's paper  headlines in this morning's paper  headlines in this morning's paper ---- the OC have no money for  the OC have no money for  the OC have no money for  the OC have no money for 
catering. A contract has only been let for the Games Village and it catering. A contract has only been let for the Games Village and it catering. A contract has only been let for the Games Village and it catering. A contract has only been let for the Games Village and it 
is suggested in the article this suggested in the article this suggested in the article this suggested in the article that the Athletes will take packed cold at the Athletes will take packed cold at the Athletes will take packed cold at the Athletes will take packed cold 
meals from the village to their venues. This is great for Bowls as meals from the village to their venues. This is great for Bowls as meals from the village to their venues. This is great for Bowls as meals from the village to their venues. This is great for Bowls as 
some teams in a day will require both lunch and dinner. One then some teams in a day will require both lunch and dinner. One then some teams in a day will require both lunch and dinner. One then some teams in a day will require both lunch and dinner. One then 
has to ask are fridges being supplied to store the meals. There is no has to ask are fridges being supplied to store the meals. There is no has to ask are fridges being supplied to store the meals. There is no has to ask are fridges being supplied to store the meals. There is no 
mention of mealsmention of mealsmention of mealsmention of meals for officials living outside the Games Village or  for officials living outside the Games Village or  for officials living outside the Games Village or  for officials living outside the Games Village or 
the workforce. Perhaps I may have to be creative and move away the workforce. Perhaps I may have to be creative and move away the workforce. Perhaps I may have to be creative and move away the workforce. Perhaps I may have to be creative and move away 
from making muffins for the early shift of workers, as I did the from making muffins for the early shift of workers, as I did the from making muffins for the early shift of workers, as I did the from making muffins for the early shift of workers, as I did the 
World Bowls in Christchurch in 2008 to providing something hot World Bowls in Christchurch in 2008 to providing something hot World Bowls in Christchurch in 2008 to providing something hot World Bowls in Christchurch in 2008 to providing something hot 
for players anfor players anfor players anfor players and workforce but As I have NO oven in the apartment d workforce but As I have NO oven in the apartment d workforce but As I have NO oven in the apartment d workforce but As I have NO oven in the apartment 
andandandand     having to organise everything from the oven, fridge, cooking  having to organise everything from the oven, fridge, cooking  having to organise everything from the oven, fridge, cooking  having to organise everything from the oven, fridge, cooking 
utensils, ingredients etc more than likely from our pocket, and with utensils, ingredients etc more than likely from our pocket, and with utensils, ingredients etc more than likely from our pocket, and with utensils, ingredients etc more than likely from our pocket, and with 
athletes, workforce, media, police, and whoever else on sight athletes, workforce, media, police, and whoever else on sight athletes, workforce, media, police, and whoever else on sight athletes, workforce, media, police, and whoever else on sight 
probablyprobablyprobablyprobably wanting food its just too big a job! wanting food its just too big a job! wanting food its just too big a job! wanting food its just too big a job!    
Catering at the venue will be an on gong struggle for Bill in the Catering at the venue will be an on gong struggle for Bill in the Catering at the venue will be an on gong struggle for Bill in the Catering at the venue will be an on gong struggle for Bill in the 
weeks to come. The powers that be don't understand the games of weeks to come. The powers that be don't understand the games of weeks to come. The powers that be don't understand the games of weeks to come. The powers that be don't understand the games of 
bowls, how it is played and people like Bill and others, probably me bowls, how it is played and people like Bill and others, probably me bowls, how it is played and people like Bill and others, probably me bowls, how it is played and people like Bill and others, probably me 
as well will be theas well will be theas well will be theas well will be there 15 hours a day running the tournament. re 15 hours a day running the tournament. re 15 hours a day running the tournament. re 15 hours a day running the tournament. 
Watch this space!Watch this space!Watch this space!Watch this space!    
    
I have been lucky to attend 2 great events at the New Zealand I have been lucky to attend 2 great events at the New Zealand I have been lucky to attend 2 great events at the New Zealand I have been lucky to attend 2 great events at the New Zealand 
High commission in the last 6 weeks. The first was "WOW" High commission in the last 6 weeks. The first was "WOW" High commission in the last 6 weeks. The first was "WOW" High commission in the last 6 weeks. The first was "WOW" ---- Those  Those  Those  Those 
representing India in New Zealand's Wearable Arts representing India in New Zealand's Wearable Arts representing India in New Zealand's Wearable Arts representing India in New Zealand's Wearable Arts ---- some very  some very  some very  some very 
creaticreaticreaticreative stylesve stylesve stylesve styles     and the second, with Bill was the launching of  and the second, with Bill was the launching of  and the second, with Bill was the launching of  and the second, with Bill was the launching of 
Zespri in India. The food and drinks were sensational, Kiwifruit Zespri in India. The food and drinks were sensational, Kiwifruit Zespri in India. The food and drinks were sensational, Kiwifruit Zespri in India. The food and drinks were sensational, Kiwifruit 
Margaritas, and martinis, little bites of food either with a Margaritas, and martinis, little bites of food either with a Margaritas, and martinis, little bites of food either with a Margaritas, and martinis, little bites of food either with a 
kiwifruit salsa or with kiwifriut in them as well as chocolate kiwifruit salsa or with kiwifriut in them as well as chocolate kiwifruit salsa or with kiwifriut in them as well as chocolate kiwifruit salsa or with kiwifriut in them as well as chocolate 



covered kcovered kcovered kcovered kiwifruit and kiwifruit mousse. This week a group of us iwifruit and kiwifruit mousse. This week a group of us iwifruit and kiwifruit mousse. This week a group of us iwifruit and kiwifruit mousse. This week a group of us 
had morning tea with the High Commissioner and his consular had morning tea with the High Commissioner and his consular had morning tea with the High Commissioner and his consular had morning tea with the High Commissioner and his consular 
staff while we discussed safety staff while we discussed safety staff while we discussed safety staff while we discussed safety ---- just going over whats on the safe  just going over whats on the safe  just going over whats on the safe  just going over whats on the safe 
travel website.travel website.travel website.travel website.            
    
Well I trust this finds you all well and keeping warm.Well I trust this finds you all well and keeping warm.Well I trust this finds you all well and keeping warm.Well I trust this finds you all well and keeping warm. 121 days  121 days  121 days  121 days ---- Bill  Bill  Bill  Bill 
is reminded every time he goes in the gate at work! is reminded every time he goes in the gate at work! is reminded every time he goes in the gate at work! is reminded every time he goes in the gate at work! ----till the opening till the opening till the opening till the opening 
ceremony and approx 154 days till we leave Delhi, not that we are ceremony and approx 154 days till we leave Delhi, not that we are ceremony and approx 154 days till we leave Delhi, not that we are ceremony and approx 154 days till we leave Delhi, not that we are 
counting! To our NZ friends and relations enjoy your long counting! To our NZ friends and relations enjoy your long counting! To our NZ friends and relations enjoy your long counting! To our NZ friends and relations enjoy your long 
weekend.weekend.weekend.weekend.    
    
CheersCheersCheersCheers    
    
LinleyLinleyLinleyLinley    
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